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Eat Like a Man
From chef and creator of the popular food blog Domesticate-Me.com, 125 outrageously delicious yet
deceptively healthy recipes for dudes (and the people who love them), accompanied by beautiful fullcolor photography. Dudes. So well intentioned when it comes to healthy eating, even as they fail epically
in execution—inhaling a "salad" topped with fried chicken fingers or ordering their Italian hero on a
whole wheat wrap (that makes it healthy, right?). There are several issues with men going on diets. First,
they seem to be misinformed about basic nutrition. They are also, generally, not excited about eating
"health food." You can lead a dude to the salad bar, but you can’t make him choose lettuce. Enter
Serena Wolf—chef, food blogger, and caretaker of a dude with some less than ideal eating habits. As a
labor of love, Serena began creating healthier versions of her boyfriend’s favorite foods and posting
them on her blog, where she received an overwhelming response from men and women alike. Now, in
The Dude Diet, Serena shares more than 125 droolworthy recipes that prove that meals made with
nutrient-dense whole foods can elicit the same excitement and satisfaction associated with pizza or
Chinese take-out. The Dude Diet also demystifies the basics of nutrition, empowering men to make
better decisions whether they’re eating out or cooking at home. Better still, each recipe is 100% idiotproof and requires only easily accessible ingredients and tools. With categories like Game Day Eats, On
the Grill, Serious Salads, and Take Out Favorites, The Dude Diet will arm dudes and those who love
them with the knowledge they need to lead healthier, happier lives—with flattened beer bellies and fewer
meat sweats. The Dude Diet includes 102 full-color photographs.

The Big Book of Casseroles
Indulge your sweet tooth all year long with honey’s many seasonal flavors. Use avocado honey to add
depth to April’s baby carrots; spice up your July peaches with sourwood honey; and add some
cranberry honey to November’s Thanksgiving spread. This delightful book is filled with bits of honey
lore and beekeeping history to sweeten your exploration of the varied and delicious ways you can use
honey every day.

The Tailgater's Cookbook
Maybe she’s on a photo shoot in Zanzibar. Maybe she’s making people laugh on TV. But all Chrissy
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Teigen really wants to do is talk about dinner. Or breakfast. Lunch gets some love, too. For years, she’s
been collecting, cooking, and Instagramming her favorite recipes, and here they are: from breakfast all
day to John’s famous fried chicken with spicy honey butter to her mom’s Thai classics. Salty, spicy,
saucy, and fun as sin (that’s the food, but that’s Chrissy, too), these dishes are for family, for date
night at home, for party time, and for a few life-sucks moments (salads). You’ll learn the importance of
chili peppers, the secret to cheesy-cheeseless eggs, and life tips like how to use bacon as a home
fragrance, the single best way to wake up in the morning, and how not to overthink men or Brussels
sprouts. Because for Chrissy Teigen, cooking, eating, life, and love are one and the same.

The Easy Appetizer Cookbook
Winner, IACP Cookbook Award A picnic is a great escape from our day-to-day and a chance to turn a
meal into something more festive and memorable. The Picnic shares everything you need to plan an
effortless outdoor get-together: no-fail recipes, helpful checklists, and expert advice. With variations on
everyone’s favorite deviled eggs, 99 uses for a Mason jar (think cocktail shaker, firefly catcher, or cookie
jar), rules for scoring lawn games, and refreshing drinks to mix up in crowd-friendly batches, let The
Picnic take the stress out of your next party and leave only the fun.

Gridiron Gourmet
This cookbook provides 75 must-have recipes to make at the game or take along for tailgating. Recipes
include everything from simple appetizers like beer boiled shrimp, to impressive grilled foods like
Memphis-style babyback ribs, to sophisticated desserts like tiramisu. An introductory chapter provides
tips on essential equipment and techniques for cooking up a great party in the parking lot. Tips
throughout offer entertaining tailgate trivia, sources for supplies, and ideas on how to better enjoy your
gametime gathering.

A Man, A Can, A Tailgate Plan
This mouth-watering cookbook, showcasing the very best that Southern cooking has to offer, presents 60
soulful, comforting and simple recipes for such Southern favorites as Black Eyed Peas with Stewed
Tomatoes to Country-Style Pork Ribs and Molasses Gingerbread. Original.

Taste of Home Make It Take It Cookbook
On football weekends in the United States, thousands of fans gather in the parking lots outside of
stadiums, where they park their trucks, let down the gates, and begin a pregame ritual of drinking and
grilling. Tailgating, which began in the early 1900s as a quaint picnic lunch outside of the stadium, has
evolved into a massive public social event with complex menus, extravagant creative fare, and state-ofart grilling equipment. Unlike traditional notions of the home kitchen, the blacktop is a highly masculine
culinary environment in which men and the food they cook are often the star attractions. Gridiron
Gourmet examines tailgating as shown in television, film, advertising, and cookbooks, and takes a close
look at the experiences of those tailgaters who are as serious about their brisket as they are about
cheering on their favorite team, demonstrating how and why the gendered performances on the football
field are often matched by the intensity of the masculine displays in front of grills, smokers, and deep
fryers.

The Picnic
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All-new recipes and top tips for tailgating like a champion. This all-new version of the original bestselling
tailgating book from Southern Living gives readers more than 100 all-new recipes to enjoy such as
Rammer Jammer Coffee Punch, Smoked War Eagle Wings with White Sauce, Mississippi Mud Trifle,
and Fried Catfish Fingers with Comeback Sauce. As in the original book, each SEC school is profiled
with custom menus, photos, facts, and trivia, but with special focus on iconic sports figures and
traditions. In addition to crucial tailgating tips for starting the grill, keeping food safe outdoors and
humorous Southern tailgating rules, a brand new section in The All-New Official SEC Tailgating
Cookbook includes decorating tips with photos for transforming your tailgate presentation into schoolspecific tablescapes.

Pimento Cheese: The Cookbook
Susan Wyler's indispensable classic is back in print--now better than ever, with more than a dozen new
menus, over 70 new recipes, and a wealth of updated strategies The original edition of Cooking for a
Crowd won great praise all around: Florence Fabricant named it one of the New York Times best books
of the season. Perla Meyers, author of How to Peel a Peach, advised, "Keep this book as a reference
whenever you are entertaining." And Rose Levy Berenbaum, author of The Cake Bible, declared, "She
puts together the components of a dinner with the passion, perfection, and ease of a master painter. The
game plans . . . enable any cook to impress without risk." This new edition builds on the premise of the
original-that many a home cook can manage the occasional dinner party for 4 to 6, but when it comes to
entertaining a crowd of 10 or more, the logistics become exponentially more complicated. Wyler's
ingeniously user-friendly combination of creative menus, do-ahead game plans, and crowd-pleasing
recipes makes it possible for any home cook to entertain on a large scale. Wyler has expanded the
volume to include over 225 recipes and 35 menus for a variety of sizes and occasions-such as Tuscan
Lunch for 12 to 16, Black and Orange Halloween Party for 24, even a Wedding Supper for 50. A perfect
balance of inspiring and instructive, Cooking for a Crowd is a must-have for all home cooks who want to
bring large groups of family and friends together at the table.

ESPN GameDay Gourmet
Jennifer Brule is on a mission, southern style, to teach people to cook. Her method: master twenty-five
classic southern dishes, and then--using similar ingredients or cooking techniques or both--make two
variations, one contemporary and one inspired by international tastes. Brule's line-up of beloved
southern dishes is irresistible in itself, but she aims to inspire enthusiasm and confidence to expand
deliciously from there. The beauty of her approach is that it reflects how people really do learn to cook,
resourcefully, creatively, and joyfully. Savor the Classic Chicken and Dumplings and next find yourself
cooking Vegetarian Mushroom Stew with Sweet Potato Dumplings before whipping up Hungarian
Chicken Paprikash with Dumplings. Featuring step-by-step instructions designed to teach basic cooking
techniques, Brule shows cooks how to whisk, chop, slice, simmer, saute, fry, bake, and roast their way to
seventy-five wonderfully tasty dishes. The contemporary versions incorporate especially wholesome
elements, such as unrefined grains and healthier fats, while the international versions offer popular global
tastes. Color photographs of each dish illustrate the wide array of meats and fish, vegetables, side dishes,
and desserts that can soon be on your table.

The Hungry Fan's Game Day Cookbook
The daughter of legendary sports agent David Falk, Daina Falk spent her early years around pro
athletes. Today, her love of sports is matched only by her passion for food. As the original Hungry Fan,
Daina celebrates game day cooking at its best, from pulled pork sandwiches at the tailgate to sky-high
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stadium chili at home. In The Hungry Fan's Game Day Cookbook, Daina presents more than 100
crowd-pleasing recipes to jazz up your tailgate and score points with any home game-watching guest.
Discover fresh takes on classics like Buffalo wings, sliders, and layered dips, alongside delicious dishes
inspired by local fan traditions. Daina also enlisted a dream team of athletes including LeBron James,
Boomer Esiason, Victoria Azarenka, and Dikembe Mutombo to contribute their signature recipes to the
mix. Featuring tips on planning menus, packing snacks, and finding top stadium eats, plus fun facts, team
trivia, and Daina's memories of growing up on the sidelines, this fan-friendly cookbook is an all-access
pass to the ultimate game day experience.

The Texas Tailgate Cookbook
So long, dude food. Most men who love food have a roasting pan and a decent spice rack, but they're
still looking for that one book that has all the real food they love to eat and wish they could cook. Esquire
food editor Ryan D'Agostino is here to change that with his unapologetically male-centric Eat Like a
Mana choice collection of 75 recipes and food writing for men who like to eat, cook, and read about
great food. It's the Esquire man's repertoire of perfect recipes, essays on how food figures into the
moments that define a man's life, and all the useful kitchen points every man needs to know. Satisfying,
sexy, definitive, and doable, these are recipes for slow Sunday mornings with family, end-of-the-week
wind-down dinners with a lady, Saturday night show-off entertaining, poker night feeds, and game-day
couch camping. Or, for when a man is just hungry.

The Duke's Mayonnaise Cookbook
The culinary offering from Breizh Cafe is a cut above typical Breton crepes and galettes. Working with
exceptional raw materials is the principle at the heart of Bertrand Larcher's culinary enterprise. Using
only the best products - including the highly regarded Bordier butter - all his core ingredients are locally
sourced and made by Britanny's top farmers and artisans. His singular approach forms the driving force
behind this book, where he has gathered over 60 original crepe and galette recipes. Simple yet premiumquality Breton products are combined with unique flavours for an authentic and surprising result: Breizh
roll with goat's cheese tartare, smoked salmon and ikura galette, chicken and cider sauce galette, honey
and saracen ice cream crepe. Creating enhanced traditional recipes that become exceptional dishes is
what Breizh Cafe stands for - the perfect balance between simplicity and excellence.

Game-Day Eats
Every meal is better with BBQ! Make and enjoy recipes from Boston’s popular Smoke Shop restaurant
in your own backyard. Join Andy Husbands and Will Salazar as they share their secrets in The Smoke
Shop's Backyard BBQ. Start off with a classic Backyard Barbecue featuring pulled pork, Twice-Smoked
Pulled Chicken, deliciously simple brisket, and New Memphis Ribs. With a selection of the Smoke
Shop’s favorite sides, drinks, and desserts, it might seem like all you ever needed. Then they go further
afield, as the following chapters bring smokehouse flavor home for every occasion: Make Taco Tuesday
special with Brisket Ropa Vieja Tacos, Pulled Pork Quesadillas, BBQ Empanadas, Street Corn, The
Smoke Shop Guac, and Tres Leches Minicakes. Amp up your next Cocktail Party with Pork Belly
Pastrami Skewers, BBQ Peanuts, and smoked Oysters on the Half Shell, paired with a Downtown Derby
cocktail. Get ready for Game Day at home, featuring Salt and Pepper Baby Back Ribs, Pork Belly Burnt
Ends, The Smoke Shop’s Famous Wings, and The Ultimate BLT Bar. Additional chapters include
The Big Brunch, a Fancy Party, and even a Holiday Party to keep the BBQ going year round!

The Easy College Cookbook
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Amazingly delicious recipes from the team behind Hearst's wildly popular Delish.com website

Cast-Iron Cooking for Two
Included in this first-ever tailgating guide approved by the SEC: The inside track on throwing the best
tailgate in the South, with tips for great grilling, make-ahead dishes, packing recipes for traveling, and
how to make it special at home! Extra Points give plenty of options for using the recipes beyond game
day for year-round celebrating. Recipes perfect for any kick-off time, including Scrambled Egg Muffin
Sliders, Fried Chicken Bites, and Sweet-Hot Baby Back Ribs plus travel-ready beverages, sides, and
desserts. Custom-created recipes for SEC team cupcakes, deviled eggs, spritzers, and menus for each of
the 14 SEC football teams.

The Dude Diet
Bring home all the flavors and excitement of game day thanks to a lifetime of tailgating wisdom from
James Beard Award winner and Top Chef Masters contestant John Currence. John Currence is one of
the most celebrated and beloved chefs in America, but he’s also a tailgating fanatic. For years he has
prepared fans to go into battle before football games on his home turf in Oxford, Mississippi, supplying
them with dishes that go way beyond the expected burgers and hot dogs. In Tailgreat he makes his case
that tailgating food can be so much more than sad store-bought dips and chips, as we celebrate the spirit
of coming together with friends and family to support a common cause: our team. The dishes are flavorpacked hits like Korean BBQ Wings, Grilled Corn Guacamole, Sweet Mustard Pulled Pork, and NOLA
Roast Beef Po’Boy Bites. With these recipes you will surely lead your team, or at least your next meal,
to victory.

The New Cast Iron Skillet Cookbook
Small-batch, one-pot dishes to share with close friends and family! In Cast-Iron Cooking for Two,
Joanna Pruess celebrates the enduring appeal of cast-iron cooking and the countless twosomes who love
sharing home-cooked food. Her 75 easy and flavorful recipes feature versatile cast-iron skillets that are
the right size for people cooking for two (or three), whether they be empty nesters, college students, or
just anyone who is not feeding a group. From Spicy Beer-Battered Shrimp with Remoulade Sauce to
Homey Oven-Roasted Chicken Thighs and Legs with Pan Gravy to Orange-Sesame Shortbread
Cookies, you’ll find dishes that are perfect for any occasion when it’s just the two of you
—or
maybe even a few! Date night, Sunday morning with a couple of kids, or a casual drop-in dinner for a
close friend. Real ingredients that are easily accessible, along with a smattering of high-quality
convenience foods (think prepared pesto, pumpkin pie spice mix), help the home cook save time, money,
and cupboard and counter space. Home cooks are discovering the cast-iron pan, popular for centuries,
as a tool for economical, easy, elemental ways to cook. Pruess includes a section about caring for pans
and debunking some commonly held myths about cooking with cast-iron. Joanna invites the cook to get
creative, mix and match, and buck tradition: Buckwheat Crêpes with Smoked Salmon can be served
for breakfast, brunch, or even dinner. Blackberry Cobbler with Candied Ginger and Oat Streusel
Topping could even become a celebratory breakfast instead of a dessert. And some of the side dishes,
such as Roasted Corn Pancakes with Cherry Tomato Salsa and Sweet Potato Pancakes with Brussels
Sprouts Slaw, could be the center of a light dinner or lunch. There’s something for everyone—and
their closest friends and family—in Pruess’s latest, Cast-Iron Cooking for Two.

Southern Living The Official SEC Tailgating Cookbook
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Bubbling cheese, golden bread crumbs, tender vegetables, and succulent meats - what's not to like about
casseroles? Comfort food just doesn't get any cozier, or more convenient. Now, thanks to Maryana
Vollstedt, busy cooks don't have to call up Mom in order to make delicious one-dish meals for family
and friends. The Big Book of Casseroles boasts over 250 recipes (including low-fat and vegetarian
dishes), plus handy planning, freezing, and storage tips. For hot-from-the-oven dinners equally at home
in the dining room or on the kitchen table, cooks need look no further than The Big Book of Casseroles,
because serious comfort food never goes out of style.

The Fresh Honey Cookbook
This cookbook provides 75 must-have recipes to make at the game or take along for tailgating. Recipes
include everything from simple appetizers like beer boiled shrimp, to impressive grilled foods like
Memphis-style babyback ribs, to sophisticated desserts like tiramisu. An introductory chapter provides
tips on essential equipment and techniques for cooking up a great party in the parking lot. Tips
throughout offer entertaining tailgate trivia, sources for supplies, and ideas on how to better enjoy your
gametime gathering.

Indianapolis Monthly
"Tailgate-ready recipes, images, and instructions for pregame entertaining and side bars"--Provided by
publisher.

The Smoke Shop's Backyard BBQ
Charring, searing, smoking, burning . . . Techniques for achieving mouthwatering dishes with crispy
textures and deep, robust flavors are no longer limited to the world of barbecue. Many in the culinary
industry who’ve mastered the exciting art of food and fire refer to the savory result as the “fifth
taste” after sweet, salty, sour, and bitter. In fact, dishes infused with fire and smoke are showing up
everywhere on today’s menus across the country. With Charred & Smoked, you can prepare these
same innovative and delicious meals from the comfort of your own kitchen or backyard grill. If you’re
ready to improve on a classic or would like to try something new, open the pages of Charred & Smoked
and begin your culinary journey. Learn how burning chilies and spices is the secret to enhancing your
next dish with bolder flavor and stronger aroma. You’ll discover which foods stand up well to a little
char, and Chef Bugge will introduce you to many of these through his ingenious recipes like Charred
Broccolini with Burnt Lime Dressing and Caramelized Beet Bites with Whipped Chévre & Toasted
Pistachios or the revered Smoked Pork Chop with Burnt Orange Glaze and Caramelized Scallops with
Toasted Barley Risotto & Nettle Pesto. Charred & Smoked also includes recipe chapters on rubs,
seasonings, dressings, marinades, sauces, creative cocktails, and even desserts using fire and smoke, as
well as a deeper dive into proper techniques and cooking methods used throughout the book along with
essential equipment and tools you should have on hand.

Delish
Create epic feasts for game days at home with this full-color cookbook from former NFL star and
celebrity chef Eddie Jackson that includes 100 fresh and inventive recipes for tailgating at home.
There’s nothing like day full of football and great food. While many fans tailgate on game
days—gathering in the stadium parking lot to grill and eat with family and friends—the real fun of the
weekend for former pro-football star and celebrity chef Eddie Jackson is “homegating”: throwing a
party in your own living room or den. With homegating, the party doesn’t have to stop once the game
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starts. Game-Day Eats combines Eddie’s two greatest passions—cooking and football—in one hearty
cook’s playbook. Eddie gives you more than 100 recipes centered around eating, drinking, and
spending time with friends while enjoying the game at home. The key to a great homegate is food that
can be cooked while spending time with your guests. Because you’re cooking in your own kitchen, you
can go way beyond brats, chili, and cheeseburgers. With Game-Day Eats you can enjoy mouthwatering
Roasted Tomatillo Nachos and Spicy Pesto Wings as well as fun surprises like Citrus Beer Floats and
Eddie’s patented Savory Pizza Bombs. Eddie shows how anyone at any culinary skill level can create
festive feasts any day of the week. Each inventive and hearty recipe includes steps that can be done
ahead of time or prepped very quickly so that you don’t miss a play—whether your gathering for a
traditional Sunday afternoon or for a weeknight game. With influences from his pro days, his culinary
escapades, and his NFL buddies like Ken Hamlin and Quinton Caver, the food in Game-Day Eats is
sure to win over your favorite crowd. Game-Day Eats is illustrated with 150-175 full color photos
throughout.

The Tailgate Cookbook: 75 Game-Changing Recipes for the Tastiest Tailgate Ever
Forget the foie gras and the wine.Were talking about authentic, stick-to-your-ribs football food. Sizzling
bratwurst grilled to perfection, the way they like em in Wisconsin. Steamy pots of spicy Texas chili and
hearty Louisiana gumbo. Maybe some Peanut Butter Buckeyes or a slice of Commodore Chess Pie. All
washed down, of course, with one of those great cocktails that Florida and Georgia fans mix up so well.
Sound tempting Well, dig in to ESPN GameDay Gourmet, a one-stop source for expert advice on the
ultimate tailgate party. Inside youll find more than 80 easy-to-follow recipes from the nation's most
hallowed college football meccas, a rich mix of history and tradition, helpful cooking tips, and fun food
facts, served with a double dollop of ESPN humor. With an introduction by Mike Golic and
contributions from the ESPN College Gameday crew (Chris Fowler, Kirk Herbstreit, and Lee Corso),
ESPN GameDay Gourmet is the perfect playbook for every autumn Saturday and a foolproof way to
jump-start your taste buds for the many showdowns ahead.

The Tailgater's Cookbook
“The Martha Stewart of weed baking” (New York magazine) offers a beautifully photographed,
gourmet guide to baking with marijuana. From her Sweet Mary Jane bakery in Boulder, Colorado,
Karin Lazarus has made it her mission to bring flavor, passion and innovation to a cuisine previously
best known for pot brownies. Using premium medicinal marijuana, good-quality chocolates, real butter,
and other natural whole foods and adventurous ingredients, Lazarus has won legions of loyal fans with
sophisticated treats like Smashing Pumpkin White Chocolate-Pumpkin Bars, Sweet Temptation Mango
Sorbet, and Chocolate Almond Delights. And now, Lazarus is ready to bring information about her
baking techniques and her recipes to the nation. With the medicinal use of marijuana now legal in 22
states and recreational use legal in 2, Sweet Mary Jane is the go-to book for baking with weed. With
beautiful photography throughout, Sweet Mary Jane caters to health-conscious bakers who want to
know how weed can be incorporated into baked goods and who would rather ingest than smoke;
millenials throwing dinner parties ; foodies using top of the line marijuana to bake with their high-end
chocolate; and people with serious medical conditions who want [delicious] relief from their symptoms.
Lazarus provides a simple primer on making essential staples like cannabis-infused butter, cannabisinfused coconut oil, and THC-infused sugar; a chapter on dosing and how to make sure your edible treat
is the exact potency you want; and, of course, 75 delectable and deliciously-infused recipes from
Colorado’s most beloved bakery – recipes that can be made with or without the infusion of
marijuana. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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The Southern Slow Cooker
College Cooking 101: Tasty, affordable meals made right on campus. Being away from home in college
doesn't mean you have to be away from delicious, fresh cooking. The Easy College Cookbook will teach
you how to make incredible meals wherever you live with clever recipes that use typical dormitory
appliances, easy-to-find ingredients, and a few basic tools. This college cookbook will help bypass the
typical constraints of cooking on campus--whether that's a tight budget, limited space, or just the fact
that it's not always easy to get to a real grocery store. The creative tricks and tips will make any dorm
room the perfect place for a quick snack or a meal with friends. Let The Easy College Cookbook make
study breaks way better with Greek Flatbread, Apple Nachos, and a Deep-Dish Microwave Cookie. In
this college cookbook you'll find: Gear up--A full list complete with campus hacks on how to best prepare
a dorm room kitchen for cooking success. Full course load--Absolutely more than enough recipes to get
through the semester, finals and all. Vegan? Carnivore? Done--Helpful hints, substitutions, and easy-toread labels make this a college cookbook for nearly every dietary restriction. Turn your campus digs into
a gourmet kitchen with The Easy College Cookbook.

Afro-vegan
The rising star chef, food activist and author of The Inspired Vegan remixes foods of the African
diaspora to outline creative but comprehensive vegan recipes for such options as Corn Maque ChouxStuffed Jamaican Patties, Groundnut Stew and Crispy Teff-Grit Cakes. 17,500 first printing.

Learn to Cook 25 Southern Classics 3 Ways
When it comes to the game-day tailgate, be it at home or at the stadium, there’s no playing around.
The perfect gift for sports fans who love great food, this cookbook contains 150 tailgate-ready recipes,
from kick-off appetizers to victory-dance desserts, that are sure to score big. Tailgating and viewing
parties are events in and of themselves, and this book will help you plan and prep ahead of time so you
can serve up fast, easy, and savory crowd-pleasers. With recipes like Double-Play Chicken Skewers,
Bases Loaded Potato Salad, High Octane Chili, Show-Your-Colors Fruit Salad, Pit Crew Brownies, and
so much more, it’s all the classic game-day fare you love and taking it to the next level to be shared and
won over by all!

Crepes and Galettes
No party, picnic, or tailgate is complete without the southern favorite that is taking the north by
storm--pimento cheese. Now, the creator of popular blog The Runaway Spoon has written the definitive
work on the joys of making and cooking with pimento cheese--and not just the kind you spread on
crackers. You'll find recipes for spicing up the basic, no-frills version, but also recipes that incorporate
those brilliant flavors into dishes for every time of day. With over 50 recipes and full color photographs
throughout you can start with a breakfast of Pimento Cheese Popovers stuffed with scrambled eggs, or
plan a nice brunch served with Pimento Cheese Waffles with Pimento Syrup and Bacon. Invite the
neighbors over for Pimento Shrimp and Cheddar Grits or Cheddar Gnudi with Pimento Romesco. And
serve it all with some Pimento Cheese Green Beans on the side. Authoritative, creative, and amusing,
and peppered with anecdotes and lots of useful hints and tips, Pimento Cheese explores the myriad ways
to prepare this humble--and essential--Southern staple.

The Tailgating Cookbook
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Charred & Smoked
Provides recipes for cooking with a cast iron skillet, including seared chicken hash, potato pancakes,
huevos rancheros salad, and herb-coated pork tenderloin.

Cravings
With more than a million copies of the A Man, A Can series sold, the newest addition breaks out from
the kitchen and heads to sporting events nationwide "Dude, this cookbook is for you," cheered the
Detroit News when A Man, A Can, A Plan first appeared. Next came A Man, A Can, A Grill, and
Andrew Schloss, author of Dinner's Ready, welcomed the flavorful barbecue fare as "real food - so good
that no one will ever guess your secret is in the can." Sports-minded, culinarily challenged dudes,
especially those who were among the 30 million Americans who tailgated this year, will find terrific gameday recipes in this latest book. And it's perfect as a Father's Day and graduation gift! A Man, A Can, A
Tailgate Plan by Zachary Schisgal presents 50 simple, tailgate-friendly recipes for munchies and soups,
plus chicken, beef, and port entrees perfect for any pregame party. While many of the dishes can be fired
up on the grill, tailgaters can prepare dips and desserts at home that are easily transported, or they can
opt for tailgating's Holy Grail - the deep-fried turkey. With these step-by-step instructions and full-color
photographs, tailgaters can create a spread of appetizers and entrees that will be the envy of the parking
lot.

The Southern Tailgating Cookbook
Indianapolis Monthly is the Circle City’s essential chronicle and guide, an indispensable authority on
what’s new and what’s news. Through coverage of politics, crime, dining, style, business, sports, and
arts and entertainment, each issue offers compelling narrative stories and lively, urbane coverage of
Indy’s cultural landscape.

Tailgating Done Right Cookbook
Do you want to throw a get together with appetizers that will blow your guests’ minds and taste buds?
Imagine the look on their faces when they bite into your shrimp satay with peanut dipping sauce. Enjoy
super easy, delectable recipes, tips, and tricks from this appetizer cookbook that will take your dinner
party game to a yummy new level. From cooking tools and wine pairing suggestions to tasty recipes, The
Easy Appetizer Cookbook has everything you could ever want. Learn how to make traditional appetizer
dishes for the big game and creative combinations for holiday feasts. There’s also a section in the
appetizer cookbook that shows you how to assemble the best cheeseboard possible.

Cooking for a Crowd
Whether you’re heading to a friendly brunch, family barbecue, church picnic or holiday office party,
the perfect crowd-pleasing contribution is at your fingertips! No more worrying about what you can
bring to the block party, bake sale or baby shower. Taste of Home Make It, Take It Cookbook is packed
with more than 375 simply impressive bring-a-dish classics. Each recipe is guaranteed to travel well,
come together easily and satisfy everyone at the party. In fact, these dishes are so incredible, you’ll
want to serve them at home for your own gang to enjoy!

The Sunday Football Cookbook
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Celebrate the South's favorite mayonnaise and learn how to cook with it in new delicious ways with this
cookbook from food writer and Duke's lover Ashley Freeman. Mayonnaise is one of those polarizing
culinary debates akin to putting pineapple on pizza. Those who do love mayonnaise know that no
mayonnaise is more beloved than Duke's, a Southern staple with a cult following that is expanding its
reach north. The Duke's Mayonnaise Cookbook will show you how to make the most delicious chicken
salad or deviled eggs -- and introduce new approaches to everyday recipes. Think of what mayonnaise
actually is: a beautiful emulsification of eggs, oil, and a touch of lemon for acidity, which are all elements
vital to cooking and baking. Adding mayonnaise can help you make the flakiest pie crust, the fluffiest
scrambled eggs, and the most delicious chocolate cake. The Duke's Mayonnaise Cookbook is a
compilation of recipes inspired by author Ashley Freeman's travels across the country. From classic
favorites like Tomato Pie to unexpected dishes like Miso-Glazed Salmon or Sticky Toffee Puddings,
you'll discover how versatile the South's favorite mayonnaise really is. And with stories and testimonials
from beloved well-known chefs and food writers, The Duke's Mayonnaise Cookbook is a must-have
book for loyal fans and newcomers alike.

Sweet Mary Jane
According to tailgating enthusiast Taylor Mathis, "You'll understand why a game day in the South is
unlike any other" when you read this cookbook. Mathis traveled across twelve states to document the
favorite foods and game-day traditions embraced by thousands of fans at colleges and universities
throughout the football-crazy South. Featuring 110 vibrant recipes inspired by Mathis's tailgating tours,
The Southern Tailgating Cookbook is chock-full of southern football culture, colorful photographs of
irresistible dishes from simple to extravagant, and essential preparation instructions. Recipes cover a full
day of dishes, with meals for every taste. From Chicken-Sweet Potato Kabobs to Zesty Arugula and Kale
Salad to Deep-Fried Cookie Dough, there is something for every fan. Mathis also serves up day-before
checklists, advice on packing for a tailgate, food safety information, and much more. His entertaining
rundowns on unique southern football traditions--from fans' game-day attire and hand signals to the
music of the marching bands--are sure to lift both seasoned and novice tailgaters to greater heights of
tailgate pleasure.

The All-New Official SEC Tailgating Cookbook
Easy Game Day Cooking! Get your copy of the best and most unique Football recipes from BookSumo
Press! Come take a journey with us into the delights of easy cooking. The point of this cookbook and all
our cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature of cooking simply. In this book we focus on how to
cook for football watchers and superbowl parties. The Easy Football Cookbook is a complete set of
simple but very unique Football Event recipes. You will find that even though the recipes are simple, the
tastes are quite amazing. So will you join us in an adventure of simple cooking? Here is a Preview of the
Football Party Recipes You Will Learn: Defensive Back Sliders Encroachment Chili Cornerback
Calzones Red Zone Ribs Special Teams Salmon Shotgun Shrimp Squib Kick Steak Game Day Chicken
Roast Pennsylvania Pierogi Egg Noodles Sausages Man Coverage Meatballs Macho Mexican Appetizers
Finger Food for Field Goals Sausages Backward Pass Bread Interception Chips Much, much more!
Again remember these recipes are unique so be ready to try some new things. Also remember that the
style of cooking used in this cookbook is effortless. So even though the recipes will be unique and great
tasting, creating them will take minimal effort! Related Searches: Football cookbook, Football recipes,
tailgate cookbook, tailgate recipes, superbowl recipes, superbowl cookbook, party recipes cookbook

The Tailgate Cookbook
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A tempting assortment of dishes for the ardent sports fan and tailgating enthusiast features a host of
recipes for burgers, brats, chili, stew, kabobs, side dishes, desserts, and drinks, along with tips on
equipment, preparation, timing, food storage, and tailgating etiquette. Original. 21,000 first printing.

Tailgreat
Score big with these tailgate-ready recipes! With plenty of tried-and-true tips from a real-life tailgate
expert, planning your pregame party has never been so easy. These dishes will have your fans cheering
for more--from kick-off appetizers to victory-dance desserts. So grab your foam finger and get ready to
be named your next party's MVP.
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